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Who should use this User Guide?
This user guide contains supplemental instructions for BarkeepOnline subscribers with a
BarkeepPro account. The instructions are for Account Administrators and other users
authorized as Admins.
The instructions in this user guide assume you are familiar with using BarkeepApp and
BarkeepOnline. All the basic instructions for using Barkeep can be found in the other
user guides. You and your staff taking Inventory and running reports may need to refer
to them from time to time.
For additional instructions please see:
BarkeepOnline User Guide
BarkeepApp User Guide (iPad)
BarkeepApp User Guide (iPhone/iPod Touch)
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About BarkeepPro v6.0
BarkeepPro is an enhanced version of BarkeepOnline that works in conjunction with BarkeepApp.
It includes all the features available with BarkeepOnline as well as additional features that are ideal for:
•
•
•

Large venues including hotels, casinos and country clubs.
Managing more than one venue/account.
Auditors using Barkeep to provide inventory services to their clients.

BarkeepPro Features1
Some of the exclusive features available with BarkeepPro include:
•

Multiple Venues
Users can manage multiple venues from a single account.

•

Multiple Venues with a single iOS Device
BarkeepPro makes it simple to switch between accounts on a single iOS Device.

•

Multiple Users, Individual Passwords and Permission Levels
BarkeepPro allows you to designate Account Administrators. Only they can add and manage
individual users for their account. They also assign a user’s level of access to data and the ability to
use certain features. For example, certain staff members can be given permission to carry out
inventories without having access to sales data and BarkeepOnline reports.

•

Audit Trail
Review and track activity for your BarkeepPro users. Selecting Audit Info will show when
Inventories were created or updated. You will be able to see either which user was logged in to
BarkeepOnline or which registered iOS Device was used.

•

Manage Registered Devices
Review a list of all Devices and track when they last synced to your account.

•

Manage Sales Data by Location within a single Venue
BarkeepPro users can upload Sales Data by Location and run Variance Reports by Locations. For
example, a Venue with separate bars and restaurants such as a hotel or large club.

BarkeepPro for Auditors
BarkeepPro is recommend for auditors using Barkeep to provide inventory and auditing services to their
clients. Auditors can take advantage of the Multiple Venue features to manage their client accounts. All of the
instructions in this user guide can be applied to both single businesses that operate Multiple Venues and to
auditors servicing different clients and their Venues.
Some instructions in this user guide make recommendations about using consistent Categories and Items.
There are also instructions for copying data from one Venue to another. These instructions will not always be
applicable for auditors because their unique clients offer different products (Items), have varied serving sizes
and categorize Items differently to match their own POS Systems.
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BarkeepPro requires BarkeepApp v6.0 or later.

Managing Venues
Every BarkeepPro account has at least one Venue. When a BarkeepPro account is created2 it automatically
creates your first Venue. This section includes instructions for setting up and managing your Venue. You can
add as many users as you need and assign them to your Venue (or additional Venues)
More than one Venue?
BarkeepPro allows you to manage Multiple Venues with one BarkeepPro account. With BarkeepOnline, when
your business has more than one Venue, you need to have a separate account for each Venue. This section
will include instructions for adding additional Venues.
Do I need to create separate Venues?
Yes. Barkeep is designed to manage your data, including Inventories, Sales Items and Sales Data, separately by
Venue. Even if you have a single business that owns three different bars, you will need to set up a separate
Venue for each bar. If you tried to combine multiple Venues into a single Venue, you would not be able to use
Barkeep effectively and would not be able to run accurate reports. Barkeep Support cannot assist users when
they attempt to use Barkeep in a way it was not designed to be used.

What is the difference between a Location and a Venue?
When we use the term “Location” in Barkeep we mean different locations within a single Venue
(e.g., store room, walk-in cooler, bar, etc.). You might refer to your different Venues as
“locations” as in “We have a location in Oakland and two locations in San Jose.” To avoid
confusion, we use the word “Venue” when referring to other bars and clubs you may own or
manage.

Note: If you upgrade from a regular BarkeepOnline account to BarkeepPro your account will also start with
one Venue.
4
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Upgrading to BarkeepPro
BarkeepPro Costs
The annual cost for BarkeepPro is $500 for the first Venue ($400 for each additional Venue).3
The monthly cost for BarkeepPro is $50 for the first Venue ($40 for each additional Venue).
If you are a current BarkeepOnline subscriber, to upgrade to BarkeepPro:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Account Info
from the menu.
2. Press the Upgrade to BarkeepPro button
and a new window will appear.
3. Choose an annual or monthly subscription.
If you are less than five days from your automatic renewal, you will be charged the full BarkeepPro
amount ($50 or $500) and your account will be renewed immediately.
If you are more than 5 days from your renewal, you will see a calculation
of the pro-rated cost to
convert your existing subscription to BarkeepPro.
4. The next step it to press the Upgrade Account
button at the bottom of the screen
(press cancel if you do not wish to upgrade).
5. A pop-up
will indicate that Barkeep is redirecting you to PayPal.

To add a brand new Venue to an existing BarkeepPro account, skip ahead to Adding a New Venue.
continue to next page
3

All prices subject to change.
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Upgrading to BarkeepPro (cont.)
6. Log in
to your PayPal Account.
7. Next review the bank account or credit card that will be used for your BarkeepPro subscription.
You can press Change if you want to use a different account.
8. After you confirm your selection you will see a new screen where you have to agree
to the
payment.
9. PayPal will automatically suspend your previous PayPal Payment profile and create a new one.
10. Once PayPal processes your transaction you will be automatically signed out and redirected to
Barkeep.
11. Your final step will be to press confirm in Barkeep to charge your account and process the upgrade.
See page 11 for details.

Can I merge existing BarkeepOnline accounts into one BarkeepPro account?
Yes. Your existing accounts can be merged into one BarkeepPro account and each account will
be treated as a separate Venue. If you have more than one account to upgrade, please contact
Barkeep Support at support@barkeepapp.com and we will assist you with setting up and merging
accounts and applying the additional venue pricing.
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Adding a New Venue
If your business has more than one Venue, you will need to add additional Venues to your BarkeepPro
account. Only an Account Administrator is able to add a Venue.
To add a brand new Venue:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Venues
from for a list of your Venues.
2. Select the Add Venue button.
3. A pop-up will appear
where you need to enter a unique name for your Venue.
We recommend choosing Venue names that are distinct and will be obvious when your staff uses
BarkeepPro. This is to prevent adding inventories to the wrong Venue.
4. Press the
button and begin copying data from an existing Venue (see below)

Copying Venue Data

from one Venue to a new Venue

After you have entered a Venue name, your next step is to copy data from one of your existing Venues.
This will save time by copying Items, Categories, Suppliers, etc. You will not need to “start from scratch.”
With your new Venue, you might need to add some additional Items, or delete a few Items after copying after
the process is completed. But, when your Items list is similar from Venue-to-Venue, we recommend this step.
Note: Copying your basic data, Items, Categories, etc. can only be done when you first set up your Venue.
It is not possible come back later and move data from one Venue to another.
continue to next page for details
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Copying Data from one Venue to a new Venue (cont.)
To copy data:
1. After you press the
button (previous page) you will see a pop-up asking you to select a Venue.
Note: You can only Copy data from one Venue.
2. Choose a Venue from the menu.

3. Next a new pop-up will appear for you to select the data
you wish to copy.
By default, all of the options are
selected.
4. After you make changes, if needed,
press the done
button.
5. If you do not choose to copy Sales Items, you can upload
Sales Items spreadsheet later from any of your Venues —
see the Copying Sales Items section for more details.
6. If you do not want to copy any data but still create a new
Venue, simply uncheck all the boxes.
7. A pop-up will appear to indicate your data is being copied.
Depending on the size of your data,
this might take several minutes. Please be patient. After the process is successfully completed,
you
will see a confirmation.
8. Now, your copied data is unique for your new Venue.

continue to next page
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Activating your New Venue
Your Venue now appears in the list. Before you can access and use your new Venue, it needs to be activated
by processing a payment. To activate a new Venue:
1. The warning
icon.
indicates that your Venue needs to be activated with a payment.
2. Press the
button.
3. A new screen appears where you select an annual or monthly subscription.
Every one of your Venues must be billed either annually or monthly. It is not possible to have some
bill annually and some bill monthly.
• Your first Venue subscription is $500 annually/$50 monthly.
• Every additional subscription costs $400 annually/$40 monthly.4
• If you are less than five days from your automatic renewal, you will be charged the full
BarkeepPro amount ($50 or $500) at your next renewal.
• If you are more than five days from your automatic renewal, you will be charged a prorated
amount to activate your new Venue(s) through your next renewal date.
4. When you press the
button
at the bottom the screen.
5. A pop-up
will indicate that Barkeep is redirecting you to PayPal.

Note: Even with multiple Venues, you will only have a single renewal date for annual subscriptions or the
same day of the month for monthly subscriptions. When you activate new venues and authorize a new
PayPal payment profile, any other existing PayPal payment profiles will be suspended.
continue to next page
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All prices subject to change.
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Activating your New Venue (cont.)
6. Log in
to your PayPal Account.
7. Next review the bank account or credit card that will be used for your BarkeepPro subscription.
You can press Change if you want to use a different account.
8. After you confirm your selection you will see a new screen where you have to agree
to the
payment.
9. PayPal will automatically suspend your previous PayPal Payment profile(s) and create a new single
PayPal Payment Profile. All of your Venues will be billed with one profile with one renewal date.
10. Once PayPal processes your transaction you will be automatically signed out and redirected to
Barkeep (see next page).

Reminder: If you need to upgrade multiple, existing BarkeepOnline accounts to BarkeepPro
please contact Barkeep Support at support@barkeepapp.com and we will assist you with
setting up and merging accounts.
continue to next page
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Activating your New Venue (cont.)
11. After you are redirected to Barkeep, your final step will be to press confirm
to charge your
account and activate the new Venue.
12. After you confirm your activation, the warning
icon will no longer be displayed. This indicates that
your new Venue is active and ready to use.
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Venue Settings
Once your new Venue is activated you should review the Settings for that Venue.
You can also assign additional users to any Venue, and when appropriate, give them Admin access for the
Venue(s). You also can limit the access of users — see Managing Users.

Assigning a Color to your Venue
We recommend assigning a different color for each Venue as a visual reminder for which Venue you are
currently working in. Your color choice will also sync to every iOS Device that is registered with the Venue.
This is particular useful when an iOS Device is authorized to switch between Venues.
To assign a color to a Venue
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and select Venues.
2. Select the color box
for the Venue you would like to choose or change the color for.
We recommend a unique and contrasting color for each Venue.
3. Press the
button on the top of the screen
to save your changes.

Note: Color choices can only be set by an Account Administrator by accessing the Venue online in
BarkeepPro. Color choice settings cannot be accessed with BarkeepApp.
continue to next page
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Venue Settings (cont.)
The top of the screen will indicate which Venue you are in.
The steps to change Settings
such as
Categories, Locations, etc. remain the same. Managing your Items
with BarkeepPro is the same as with a
regular BarkeepOnline account as well.5 If you need instructions see the BarkeepOnline User Guide.
The changes and additions you make in Settings for each Venue are unique for that Venue. Once you have
finished copying over data from another Venue, for example the Categories and Items, the data set is unique
to that Venue. If you change a Category name, add an Item, etc. Those changes are only for the current
Venue you are working in.

Can different Venues have different Categories?
Whenever possible, consistency is best. When you have multiple Venues, we recommend using the same
Categories and the same Nested Category configuration in all your Venues. But in some situations, one
Venue might have different specialties that require a more detailed Category set up. For example, if a Venue
is a wine bar, brew pub, etc.
Tip: Review your Locations
Before your first Inventory, be sure to review your Locations (bar stations, storage, etc.).
Even when your Categories and Items are the same for different Venues, the Locations are usually
different.
Changing a Venue’s Name
If you need to change a Venue’s name, the Account Administrator can change the name in the Venue’s list.
Your name change will sync automatically to all registered iOS Devices.

5

The changes can also be made on an iOS Device in BarkeepApp when it is registered with the Venue.
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Deleting a Venue
When a Venue closes, or perhaps you no longer need to use Barkeep for a Venue, you are able to delete that
Venue.
To delete a Venue:
1. Only an Account Administrator is allowed to delete a Venue.
2. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Venues
from the menu for a list of your Venues.
3. Press the red
next to the Venue you wish to
delete
4. A pop-up will appear asking you to confirm your decision.
Note: Technically you are not deleting a Venue, but actually deactivating it.
5. Note the
button.
When you press the button, a list
of Deleted Venues will
appear.
6. If a Venue was inadvertently deleted or needs to be reactivated, you can press the Restore button and
it will be moved back to your list of Venues.
7. See below for billing details when you delete a Venue.

Billing and Deleted Venues
When you delete a Venue, the future billing will be updated and will not include the deleted Venue.
• If you restore a Venue within the existing subscription period, the Venue will be including in the
renewal billing.
• If you restore a Venue after the subscription expires, a new payment will be required.
• Barkeep’s Terms of Service do not allow refunds or credits. It is not possible to apply credits to
other accounts and/or Venues.
• If you want to switch from BarkeepPro to regular BarkeepOnline contact us at
support@barkeepapp.com
We sold the business, is there a way to transfer the Venue to a new owner?
Yes. On occasion our users sell a business and they wish to transfer their Barkeep data to the
new owners. When that happens, contact us at support@barkeepapp.com
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Switching Venues in BarkeepOnline
Permissions and access to Venues is managed by the BarkeepPro Account Administrator.
See Admin Settings section for details.
To switch to a different Venue:
1. With a BarkeepPro account, there is a drop-down menu in the top right corner
of the screen.
2. Simply use the menu to select the Venue you wish to switch to. Only Venues that are linked to the
same account will appear in the menu.
3. After making a selection you will immediately see the main screen.
4. Notice how the current Venue name
now appears in the top of the screen.
5. Also notice that the color
you have set for that Venue now appears at the top of the screen.
Reminder: We recommend assigning a different color for each Venue as a visual reminder of which
Venue you are currently working in.

Note: Account Administrators have access to all of a BarkeepPro account’s Venues. For
other staff, when they log in to BarkeepOnline with their username, they will only be able to
switch to Venues that they are authorized to access.
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Managing Users
Account Administrators
Every BarkeepPro Account must have at least one Account Administrator. They can add and authorize as
many users as needed. Account Administrators can manage Users, User Permissions, and Venues. Account
Administrators automatically have Admin Permissions for every Venue in the account.
Account Administrator Access
Only Account Administrators can:
• Add, modify and delete Venues.
• Add, modify and delete users and grant permission levels to users.
• Assign users to Venue(s).
• Designating other users as Account Administrators.
Can a user have access to more than one Venue?
Yes. For example, a bartender in one of your Venues who helps with inventory, typically will only be given
access to that one Venue. But some staff members may be given access to more than one Venue. The chart
below shows the three access levels.
Permission Level

User Type
Account
Administrator

Manage Venues including adding Venues

Admin

Inventory

√

Manage Users
Including adding, modifying, deleting and
setting permissions and access to
Venues

√

Manage Sales Items and Sales Data

√

√

Variance and Pour Cost Reports

√

√

Review Audit Trail

√

√

Access to BarkeepApp and
BarkeepOnline

√

√

√

Manage Venue Settings such as
Categories, Locations, Suppliers

√

√

√

Manage Items including adding and
modifying

√

√

√

Inventories

√

√

√

Inventory Related Reports, i.e., Usage,
Summary, etc.

√

√

√

Order and Perpetual Reports

√

√

√
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Account Administrator Settings
To access and manage your Settings:
and select Manage Users
from the menu.
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings
2. The list will include all of the users for your BarkeepPro account.
3. Only users designated Account Administrator
will have access to this information.

Note: You cannot manage Account Administrator settings from BarkeepApp.
BarkeepOnline account email address
With every BarkeepOnline account you select an email address for your account. It is important to choose an
email address that is the same one you will use to communicate, if needed, with Barkeep Support. Your
inquiries might be for technical questions, account administration or billing issues. Many users have more than
one email address, but when you do not contact us from the registered email address, it can delay our
response while we authenticate your inquiry.
Note: Only Account Administrators have the ability to add and update user email addresses.
continue to next page
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Adding Users
Unique Usernames
Every user needs a unique username. Because the username is used to sign in and sync with the
Barkeep Server, it must be unique for the entire Barkeep System — not just your BarkeepPro
account. When choosing usernames, you might find that common names like Bob and Mary are
probably in use, as well as bartender, manager, etc. Think of it like choosing a unique username or
email address for any large system. For example, it they are not already in use, you can have
usernames like Bob338, Mary456, Mgr Baker Street, etc.
To add a new user:
and select Manage Users
from the menu.
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings
2. On the Manage Users screen, press the
button.
3. You will see a Create New User pop-up screen. Add a username
and then a password.
4. Barkeep will auto generate a password, or you can
create your own.
5. Next, finish by pressing Create User.
Note: If you have chosen a username that is already in use, you will see an alert and need to change
the username.

continue to next page to manage
permissions and assign Venues
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Managing Permissions
After you create a new user the next step is to review and manage the user’s permissions.
By default, when you create a new user, they are given access to all your Venues and are set at the Admin
level. Only an Account Administrator can modify permissions.
To modify the permissions for a new or existing user:
and select Manage Users
from the menu.
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings
2. In this example, let’s look at the new user Berkeley Mgr.
Notice how Permissions column shows Default (for all Venues) and the permission level Admin.
3. If you need to authorize users to be additional Account Administrators,
you can check that option.
4. On the Manage Users screen, press the pencil
next
to the user you wish to modify.

5. You can select a Venue
for the user and also set the permission level.
6. You can also add additional permissions (see next page).

continue to next page
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Adding Users – Managing Permissions (cont.)
7. You can modify
the user, e.g., change email, add an Account Administrator, change password, etc.
8. When you press Create New
you can add additional permissions for the users.
9. For example, you might want the user to have access to another Venue
but not every Venue.

What happens next?
10. After you make changes to a user, all of the
changes will be applied to any iOS Device
that is already registered by that user.
11. As soon as BarkeepApp syncs automatically,
the changes are applied.
12. The user does not need to take any
additional steps.
13. The example shows the iPad for the user
Berkeley Mgr.
14. After the Account Administrator added the
Venue Noe Valley to the permissions, it
was be included as a Venue the user has
access to in BarkeepApp
and when they
sign in to BarkeepOnline with a laptop or
desktop computer.

continue to next page
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Adding Users – Managing Permissions (cont.)
Permission Level: Inventory
Below is an example of the user, Castro James — the Account Administrator has assigned the Permission
The user only has access for a single Venue, Castro Street.
Level Inventory.
Here is what James has permission to do:
Allowed

ü Use BarkeepApp to register an iOS Device with his username/password.
ü Use BarkeepApp for Inventories, Usage Reports, manage Categories, Items, etc.
ü When James signs in to BarkeepOnline with his username he only will see data for the one Venue.
ü Access and manage Inventories, Items and Banquets in BarkeepOnline.
ü Run Usage Reports, Perpetual and Order Reports.
ü Manage Venue Settings such as Categories, Locations.
Not Allowed
o Switching Venues in BarkeepApp or BarkeepOnline.
o Access to Sales Items and Sales Data.
o Variance and Pour Cost Reports.
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Deleting Permissions
When an Account Administrator needs to delete a specific permission for a user:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings and select Manage Users from the menu.
On the Manage Users screen, press the pencil
next to the user you wish to modify.
Press the red
next
to the user permission you wish to permanently delete.
A pop-up will ask you to confirm your decision.
Like all user permission changes, they will sync automatically to their registered iOS Device(s).
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User Passwords
Only Account Administrators have access to passwords including the ability to update and change them.
When staff have password questions, they must refer to an Account Administrator.
Note: Barkeep Support can assist with passwords but can only respond to emails from Account
Administrators. Barkeep Support will refer other users to their Account Administrator.
Changing Passwords
When an Account Administrator needs to change a user password:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings
and select Manage Users
from the menu.
2. Press the
pencil
next to the user you wish to change the password for.
3. Press the Change Password button
and a new pop-up will appear where you can add a new
password. You need to enter the password twice to confirm it is correct.
Barkeep will indicate that the
4. When you press the Change Password button in the pop-up,
password is being updated.
5. When the process is completed, you will see a pop-up like the one shown below.
6. The next step is to press the
button.

continue to next page
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Changing Passwords (cont.)
7. An email will be sent to the user advising them their password has been changed

What happens in BarkeepApp?
After a user password is changed, any changes, Inventories, etc. made in BarkeepApp will not sync
automatically to the server. After the correct, new password is added to the Settings, the iOS Device will
begin syncing automatically again.
What happens in BarkeepOnline?
After a user password is changed, the user will not be able to sign in to the BarkeepOnline on their laptop or
desktop computer with the old password.
Password Security Tip
After a password is entered in BarkeepApp, it
always remains hidden.
So, when Account
Administrators and other management set up and
register iOS Devices themselves, your staff will not
need to know user passwords.
Keep in mind, without a user password, they will
not be able to sign in to the BarkeepOnline.
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Deleting Users
When an Account Administrator needs to delete a user:
from the menu.
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Settings
and select Manage Users
2. Press the red
next
to the user permission you wish to permanently delete.
3. A pop-up will ask you to confirm you want to delete the user.

4. What happens next?
If the deleted user was registered on one of your
company’s iOS Devices:
a. You will need to go to Settings in BarkeepApp
and Unregister that iOS Device.
b. Next, you can add a different username and
password and then select Register.
c. To complete the process, you must select
Copy Data from Server.
See Registering Devices for more details.
5. If the staff member was using their own, personal
iOS Device, BarkeepApp will remain on their
Device. But any changes they make will no longer
sync to your account.
6. They will also see a warning
icon
at the top
of the screen. This indicates that their, iOS Device
is no longer syncing. By pressing
the icon
a pop-up warning will appear explaining there is a
Sync Error.
7. A deleted user will no longer be able to sign in to
BarkeepOnline with their computer.
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Using BarkeepApp with BarkeepPro
When using BarkeepApp synced to a BarkeepPro account, all of the basic steps remains the same. Users are
able to manage Items, Categories and Locations. The Inventories features have not changed, and users can
run the same selection of Reports.
All of the basic instructions for using BarkeepApp can be found in the Barkeep User Guide.

What’s the difference with BarkeepPro?
Multiple Venues
• With BarkeepPro users can access more than one Venue with the same iOS Device.
• There is no need to Unregister and Register your iOS Device to switch between BarkeepOnline
accounts.
• Access to different Venues, and the permission to switch Venues is controlled by the Account
Administrator(s).
Register by username instead of account user name
• With BarkeepPro you can set up individual usernames with their own passwords.
• Each username has a permission level.
• Each username has access to Venues depending on the permissions.
• When you register an iOS Device, you choose the username to register the iOS Device with.

Reminder: How it is works with a regular BarkeepOnline account
With a regular BarkeepOnline account there is only one username and one password. Everyone
given access, registers their iOS Devices with that same username and password. With a regular
BarkeepOnline account it is not possible to have separate permission levels. It is not possible to
access Audit Trail and iOS Device activity.

Registering Devices
with a BarkeepPro Account
Is this your first time registering with Barkeep?
When you are brand new to BarkeepOnline or BarkeepPro, you need to register your first
iOS Device with your newly created account. This is the step when all of the existing Barkeep data
in your iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch is registered. The is when you choose to copy the data to
the Barkeep Server.
If you are a beginner and registering for the first time, only then you will need to make the choice:
“Copy Data to Server”.
The detailed instructions can be found in the BarkeepOnline User Guide.

continue to next page
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Registering Additional Devices
After you have your account set up and the first iOS Device is registered, every time you register an
iOS Device you treat it as an Additional Device. The detailed instructions for registering additional Devices
can be found in the BarkeepOnline User Guide.

ü The crucial step, after successfully registering an iOS Device, is to choose Copy Data From Server.
To register an Additional Device:
1. Press Settings on the BarkeepApp Main Screen. Then choose BarkeepOnline.
2. Enter the Username and Password for the user.
3. Press Register Device.
4. If your Device is able to successfully connect to our server with the username and password that you
provided, you will be presented with an alert stating that your Device has been successfully registered.
Press Ok.
5. Choose to Copy Data From Server.
6. After you select Copy Data From Server, you will see an alert will pop-up that asks you to confirm
your choice by selecting Ok.
7. Wait for the data to complete copying over to the iOS Device then press Save on the bottom of the
screen. This make take several minutes.

continue to next page
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Frequently Asked Questions about Registration
Can you register more than one Device with the same username?
Yes. For example, your manager at your Venue in Berkeley might have an iPad they use for inventories
registered with the username Berkeley Mgr. But they might also install BarkeepApp on their personal
iPhone and register with the same username. This would allow the manager to easily monitor Barkeep
activity when they are off site.
Note: Barkeep Account Administrators have the ability to review which usernames and which iOS Devices
are accessing the account. See the Audit Trail section for more details.
Who should handle registering iOS Devices?
We recommend having one or two staff members that are well versed in the steps for registering with
Barkeep. An inexperienced user is more likely to make mistakes which could lead to data loss.
Should I Unregister an iOS Device?
In most situations, users should never press Unregister Device. See below for some exceptions.
Can you change the username that an iOS Device is registered with?
Yes. But this needs to be done with care. You would go to the BarkeepOnline Settings in BarkeepApp and
begin by selecting Unregister Device. You would then follow the steps on the previous page to register
the iOS Device with a different username.
Can staff members share an iOS Device when each one has their own username?
Yes, but we do not recommend this. Your staff would need to unregister and register very time they handed
off the iOS Device.
What happens when an unregistered iOS Device is used?
Do not do it! That iOS Device will not sync to your account. Any changes made will be lost when you
attempt to register the Device.
What happens when the Account Administrator updates permissions?
After the changes are made, every registered iOS Device syncs automatically by default. Those changes will
take place on the Devices. There is no need to go to Settings in BarkeepApp.

Additional questions?
If anything is unclear about the instructions for registering Devices, do not hesitate to contact us at
support@barkeepapp.com

To change Venues, see the next section Switching Venues in BarkeepApp.
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Switching Venues in BarkeepApp
To switch to a different Venue
1. When an iOS Device is registered with a BarkeepPro account, the name of the Venue you are working
in will appear at the bottom of every screen.
Also note, the color you set for the Venue in
BarkeepOnline will also appear in BarkeepApp.
2. To switch Venues, you must return to the Main Screen
where a pop-up menu will appear listing all
the Venues authorized for the user with this iOS Device.
3. After you select a Venue, wait a moment.
BarkeepApp will verify that all your changes in the first Venue have synced and will then sync the
second Venue with any updated changes to your iOS Device.
Note: If you have large sets of data and/or multiple staff members accessing your BarkeepPro account,
this might take a minute or two. It also depends on the speed of your Wi-Fi network and internet
connection.
4. You will be able to access the second Venue after the syncing process is completed.

Note: Users will only be able to switch to Venues that the Account Administrator has given permission to
access. If you are not able to switch to a Venue, please see your Account Administrator for assistance.
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Managing your Data with BarkeepApp
Who can make changes?
Modifying your Barkeep data with BarkeepApp works the same with BarkeepPro. All authorized staff
members can create Inventories, count and add Items to Inventories and modify those Inventories as needed.
They can add and modify Categories, Items, Locations, etc.
Does a change in one Venue happen in all Venues?
No. Any changes you make in BarkeepApp are only for that Venue. For example, if you add an Item, change
an Item price add or modify a Category, etc. This change only happens for that Venue.
Syncing
By default, Sync Automatically is turned on in BarkeepApp (we recommend leaving it turned on). All of your
changes will sync to the Venue in the BarkeepPro account on our server and to all the iOS Devices you have
registered to the Venue.6
Data Syncing and Switching Venues
When you switch Venues, BarkeepApp will verify that all your changes in the first Venue have synced and then
will copy and sync the second Venue, with any updated changes, to your iOS Device.
BarkeepPro will only sync Inventories to your iOS Device that are less than 365 days from the Inventory
Date. Older Inventories remain in in your account and can be accessed by signing in to BarkeepOnline.
Data Storage with BarkeepPro
With BarkeepPro, when you use a single iOS Device for multiple Venues, the data for the current Venue you
are logged in with is the data stored on your iOS Device.

Do you have enough space on your iOS Device?
When BarkeepPro users are managing Multiple Venues, we recommend using iOS Devices with
greater storage capacity. If you are using an iOS Device(s) dedicated to Barkeep, we recommend
removing unnecessary apps and/or using your iOS Device’s Storage Setting to offload unused apps.

6

You must have a reliable network connection for syncing.
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BarkeepApp Settings for BarkeepPro
Settings on an iOS Device
When you use BarkeepApp on any iOS Device synced to a BarkeepPro account, the General Settings, Report
Settings, Banquet activation, Bluetooth Scale pairing, etc. that are set up for that iOS Device are the same for
every Venue you access with that Device. For example, with your iOS Device, the weight formats you choose
will be the same for all Venues.
Can different iOS Devices have different Settings?
Yes, if for any reason, you need different settings on different Devices, you are able to do that. That said, we
recommend using the same configuration on all your registered Devices if possible.
Tip: Make sure your staff have configured the iOS Device they are using correctly
We recommend that the BarkeepPro Admin review the settings on each iOS Device to make sure it is
configured correctly.
Venue Specific Settings – Categories, Items, Locations and Supplier Settings
These settings are specific to each Venue. Any changes or additions you make in BarkeepApp to these
settings will sync to the Barkeep Server and all Devices registered with the Venue.
One iPad – Two Venues
The example below shows the same iPad but notice the Locations are different for each Venue
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Audit Trail Feature/Track Users
With a BarkeepPro Audit Trail7, you have the ability to track users by username and when iOS Devices access
your account. The Audit Trail can be used to monitor activity with all your Venues. It can be crucial when
trying to pinpoint staff errors when using Barkeep. Only an Account Administrator or staff with Admin
permissions have access to the feature.
When an Account Administrator or Admin log in to the account, they can get username tracking for the
following:
Inventories
Categories
Items
Locations
Banquets
Suppliers
The Account Administrator(s) can also track changes to:
Venues

Manage Users

The Audit Trail will show the date and time of creation of the Inventory, Item, Category, etc. It also will show
the most recent date and time when an update occurred. For each entry you will see either a username when
the action occurred while logged in to the account online or the name of the registered iOS Device that
created or updated using BarkeepApp.
To access Audit information, simply press the
columns with the Audit Trail details to right of the data.

button. This will update the window and add

Note: The Audit Trail feature was introduced with Barkeep 6.0 Changes made prior to the introduction of
v6.0 version will not be tracked.
continue to next page for more detailed instructions

The Audit Trail Feature is only available when you sign in to your BarkeepOnline account.
You cannot access the feature with BarkeepApp.

7
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Audit Trail Feature/Track Users (cont.)
Audit Trail for Items
To review the Audit Trail and changes to your Items, do the following:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline.
from the menu.
2. Choose the section you wish to review, i.e., Items, and select it
3. When you press the
button
a pop-up menu will appear where you can select the
additional columns of data that will appear on screen in your Items list.
4. Select the
button
(The Audit option is only available for Account Administrators and Admins).
5. Your list will now appear with the additional columns.
You may need to scroll to the right depending on your screen size.
6. Notice the Audit columns
Created

Created By

Updated

Updated By

7. Created By and Updated By will show either the iOS Device that was used with BarkeepApp or the
username signed in when the changes were made with BarkeepOnline.
8. You can sort the columns,
for example, to see the most recent updates.
9. Below you can see when the new Item Angry Orchard Green Apple was added and when it was
updated by the user Castro Mgr.

continue to next page
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Audit Trail Feature/Track Users (cont.)
Audit Trail for Inventories
To review the Audit Trail and changes to your Inventories, do the following:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and choose Inventories
from the menu.
2. Press show
and select the
button.
3. Your list will now appear with the additional columns displaying when each Inventory was created,
updated, etc. (as shown on previous page).

Audit Trail for Banquets
With Banquets you can review the Audit Trail at two levels. When the Banquets were created and updated
as well the Audit information for each individual Banquet Inventory.
Audit Trail for Venues and changes to Users
Account Administrators can review the Audit Trail for changes to Venues and users when they choose
Venues or Manage Users from the menu and then press the
button.
This can be useful when there is more than one authorized Account Administrator for an account, for
example, other members of your management team.

continue to next page
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Audit Trail Feature/Track Users (cont.)

Tracking Devices
In addition to Audit Info, an Account Administrator can also review the iOS Devices registered with an
account. To review the Devices, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to BarkeepOnline.
and select Account Info
from the dropdown menu.
Choose Settings
Press the
button
and a new screen will show your Account Devices.
You will see the Device Type, Device Name, Username, when the iOS Device was registered and
when it most recently synced with the Barkeep Server.
5. You can sort the list with the arrows at the top of each column.
6. When you see the same Device with different Usernames,
in this example Castro 2’s iPad, it is
because one user, Castro Mgr, unregistered the iPad and then it was registered with another user,
Castro James.

How can I remove a registered iOS Device from my account?
If, you no longer wish to allow an iOS Device to have access to your BarkeepPro account, you would
need to go into BarkeepApp on that Device, select Settings and then Unregister.
But we don’t have the iOS Device?
If the iOS Device is not in your possession, for example the personal iPhone of a former employee,
then you need to go to log in and select Manage Users to delete their username or change the
password for that username. The existing data and BarkeepApp would remain on the former
employee’s iPhone, but they will no longer have access to your account.
See the Deleting Users section for more details.
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BarkeepPro Reports
In addition to the Reports that are exclusive for BarkeepPro subscribers, you can run all the same Reports
you would with BarkeepOnline, and the steps are the same. Using BarkeepApp, you also have the same
report capability.
If you need to review Report instructions, you can find the details in the BarkeepOnline User Guide.
Multiple Venues and Report Settings
When you first add a new Venue, you have the opportunity to copy the Report Settings and Sales Items from
an existing Venue. Keep in mind, any changes you make to the Report Settings for a Venue, will be unique for
that Venue. If needed, you different Venues can have different Report Settings.
See the Copying Venue Data section.
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Variance Report by Location
BarkeepPro includes an exclusive feature where you can run Variance reports by Location. With this option,
you can focus in on specific Locations and review their Actual Usage (Inventories) versus Expected Usage
(Sales Data). This option will help you survey individual Locations and the employees who staff them.
For example, when you are concerned about issues with an individual bartender, a Variance Report by
Location might help you get to the source of any problems.
Reminder: To run Reports that are organized by Location, Transfer Inventories are crucial.
See the Barkeep User Guide to review Transfer Inventory instructions.
The instructions for running a Variance Report by Location are identical to running any Variance Report.
The BarkeepOnline User Guide has details explaining the other options as well as how to choose a
Start and End Inventory correctly. To run a Variance Report by Location, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to BarkeepOnline. Choose Reports and select Variance Report from the dropdown menu.
Choose a Start Inventory and End Inventory.
Select Group by Location.
Press the
button and your Variance Report will appear on the screen.

5. You can also select the
button to review and manage your Variance Report in an
Excel spreadsheet.
Note: When you run a Variance Report and select Group by Location, your spreadsheet will also
separate out each Location in the Variance Details.
continue to next page
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Variance Report by Location (cont.)
After you run a Variance Report by Location notice that the Variance Summary displays your Locations
instead of your Categories (see below).

The Variance Details will show each Location.
The Sales column displays totals that are specific for each
Item by Location.
The Used count
is also for the specific Location and the Ideal Used count is based
8
on Sales Data for that Location.

continue to next page
8

See next section for uploading Sales Data by Location.
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Variance Report by Location (cont.)
When you select the Sales Data tab

you will also see your Sales Count and Total Sales

by Location.

When you select the Used Details tab
you will also see a summary of the Inventories factored into the
Variance Report by Location and Item. This includes all the Transfer Inventories.

continue to next page
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Variance Report by Location (cont.)
Can you have a Variance Report by Location without Sales Data by Location?
Yes, but when you look at the Variance Details, you will only get Sales and Ideal Used figures in the totals at
the bottom of the Report. Notice there are not Sales Totals
and Ideal Used
counts in the Variance
Details.
Note: If you do not upload Sales Data by Location, we recommend not using the Group by Location feature
for a Variance Report. Instead, to review activity by Location, we recommend a Usage Report by Location.

The next section has instructions for entering and uploading Sales Data by Location.
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Sales Data with BarkeepPro
Sales Data by Location
BarkeepPro includes a feature where you can enter Sales Data and specify Location(s). If you wish to run a
Variance Report by Location (see previous section) you will also need to manage your Sales Data by
Location.
Is my POS System compatible?
In order to take advantage of this feature, you must have a POS System that can separate out Sales
Data by Location and/or individual terminal. You may need to contact your POS System provider for
instructions on how to export Sales Data in this way. You also can email a spreadsheet to
support@barkeepapp.com and we will review the spreadsheet to make sure it will upload correctly to
your BarkeepOnline account.
Barkeep Locations vs. POS System Locations
When you run a Variance Report by Location, the Locations are the ones you set up in Barkeep.
If you plan to compare Inventory and Sales Data in a Variance Report by Location, your POS System’s
Locations must correspond to the ones you use in Barkeep. For example, if your Barkeep Locations
are separate rooms in your Venue and each room is a Location in your POS System with its own Sales
Data, it should work fine. But, if your exported Sales Data Locations do not match your Barkeep
Locations, you will not be able to run effective Variance Reports by Location. Of course, you can still
run Variance Reports, but the “Group by Location” option will not produce accurate results.
Entering Sales Data
In BarkeepOnline, when you enter Sales Data, you can upload the Sales Data from a spreadsheet, or you can
enter it manually. When you enter or upload Sales Data by Location the steps are basically the same with the
added steps of specifying a Location(s). All of the detailed instructions for entering Sales Data can be found in
the BarkeepOnline User Guide. On the following pages are the extra instructions you will need for
specifying Locations.

Can different Locations in my Venue have different Sales Items?
Yes. We have some users with large Venues where they have multiple Locations where the
beverage offerings can vary. For example, users with Barkeep Locations that include separate bars
and a restaurant in the same building. When you upload Sales Data, the key is that every Location
has a spreadsheet formatted the same way. It is crucial, that every Sales Item has a unique Sales
Item Name or Sales Item Number (depending if you match by name or number).
continue to next page
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Sales Data by Location (cont.)

Sales Data Spreadsheet with Locations
When you upload your Sales Data and want to add a Location you have two options.
• Upload a spreadsheet that includes a column with Location information.
• Upload separate spreadsheets with Sales Data for each Location.

Sales Upload Preferences
If your spreadsheet has Location information, your first step is to check your Sales Upload Preferences.
Please note the following requirements:
• Your preferences must designate a Location column.9
• The Location names in your spreadsheet must be an exact match for the ones you created in Barkeep.
• If your POS System cannot export a spreadsheet with Location information, you would need to edit
the spreadsheet and add the Locations before uploading to BarkeepOnline.

Note: If you have any questions regarding the suitability of your spreadsheet and/or how to configure
your Sales Data Upload settings, please contact support at support@barkeepapp.com and include a copy
of your spreadsheet in the email.
continue to next page

9

The Location feature for Sales Data uploads is only available to BarkeepPro subscribers.
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Sales Data by Location (cont.)
Uploading Sales Data
After you have reviewed and set your preferences, you are ready to upload your Sales Data. The steps are
the same with or without Locations. For detailed instructions see the BarkeepOnline User Guide,
below is a quick review:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline. Choose Sales
and select Upload Sales Data or press the
button.
2. Press the
button to select the file containing your Sales Data from your laptop or
desktop computer
3. As soon as you choose the file from your computer, Barkeep will upload the spreadsheet and
automatically take you to a screen containing your newly uploaded data.
4. Next set the “Sales Start Date”
and the “Sales End Date” for your Sales Data.
5. Your uploaded Sales Data will take the Locations directly from the spreadsheet and they will appear in
the Location column (see below).

continue to next page
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Uploading Sales Data by Location
This is the method to use when you upload Sales Data with separate spreadsheets for each Location.
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline. Choose Sales
or select Upload Sales Data.
2. After pressing the
button
a pop-up will appear.
3. Select a single Location from the drop-down menu.
4. Press the
button and select the file containing your Sales Data from your laptop or
desktop computer

5. Barkeep will upload the spreadsheet and automatically take you to a screen containing your newly
uploaded data. Notice how there is a Location column
for your Sales Data.
Note: If you do not choose a Location for the upload, the Location column will remain empty.
You can manually add Locations for each Sales Item if needed.
6. On this screen, set the “Sales Start Date”
and the “Sales End Date” for your Sales Data.
7. We recommend adding the Location to the notes.
8. Press the
button on the top of the screen to save your Sales Data.

continue to next page
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Sales Data by Location (cont.)

9. The example above shows your list of Sales Data after uploading two different spreadsheets with Sales
Data for the same set of dates.
The first was for your Location Bar 1 and the second for Bar 2.
10. By adding optional notes
it will be easier to review and manage your list of Sales Data.
11. You are now ready to run a Variance Report by Location.

Tip: If you upload your Sales Data in separate spreadsheets for each Location, to help manage the
spreadsheet files, we suggest naming them in a way you can easily identify which POS Location they are
associated with. This will save time and prevent errors when uploading.

continue to next page
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Sales Data by Location (cont.)
Manual entering Sales Data by Location
1. The steps for manually entering Sales Data are the same, with the exception that you specify a
Location(s).
2. Log in to BarkeepOnline. Choose Sales and select Manually Enter Sales Data.
Or, you can
press the button at the top of the screen.
3. A pop-up will appear where you can choose a single Location
from the menu.

4. After you choose a Location you will see a screen where you can set the Sales Start and End Date, add
notes, etc.
5. Below you will see a line for every Sales Item and a column for Location.
Because you chose Bar 1, the Location is automatically entered. (You can change the Location for any
individual entry).

continue to next page
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Manual entering Sales Data by Location (cont.)
No Location Specified
If you do not select a Location, as shown on the previous page, your Sales Data will not have Locations
entered in the Location column (see below). You can use the pop-up menu to specify a Location for each
Sales Item. This step needs to be done separately for each Sales Item.
Note You can manually enter Sales Data without entering a Location, but you will not be able to run an
effective Variance Report with the Group by Location option.

All Locations
If you select All Locations, your Sales Data will have a separate entry for every Sales Item and every
Location (see below).

continue to next page
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Sales Data by Location (cont.)
Organizing Your Sales Data
If you are uploading multiple spreadsheets by Location, a single spreadsheet with all your Locations, or
entering your Sales Data manually, it is important to keep your Sales Data organized. We recommend
establishing your own system for how you organize and handle your Sales Data and also to keep it consistent.
This section offers an overview of factors to keep in mind when organizing your Sales Data.
How Barkeep calculates a Variance Report
Inventories
When you run a Variance Report, you must choose a Start Inventory and an End Inventory. The Start and
End are always chosen from your entire list of Full Inventories. You might choose last week’s Full Inventory as
your Start Inventory and this week’s Full Inventory
as the End Inventory. Or, you might want to run a
Variance Report over a larger period of time. The second example
shows a Start Inventory on 10/15/18
and an End Inventory on 1/22/19.

When Barkeep calculates your Variance Report it factors in every Receiving, Return, Transfer and Waste
Inventory for the selected time period. But Barkeep disregards all the Full Inventories that are in between the
Start and End Inventory.
Sales Data
When you run a Variance Report, Barkeep factors in the following Sales Data:
• All the Sales Data that falls between the Start and End Inventories.
This includes multiple uploads that fall within the time period.
• You have the option to include Sales Data from the date of your Start Inventory and End Inventory.
• Barkeep does not factor in Sales Data that overlaps the Start or End dates. In the example above,
Barkeep would not factor in Sales Data with the dates 1/20/19 to 1/25/19, because your End Inventory
has a date of 1/22/19.
The BarkeepOnline User Guide has further details regarding choosing dates for all Reports as well as
Sales Data,
continue to next page
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Organizing Your Sales Data (cont.)
Sales Data List
Below is an example set of Sales Data. Let’s review the details:
• The user does a Full Inventory every Monday morning.
• They have three Locations where they serve customers, Station 1, Station 2 and Lounge.
• They upload three Sales Data spreadsheets every week, one for each Location.
• The manager carefully tracks when they restock the bars and they enter Transfer Inventories every
time they move Items in the club.
• The Lounge Location is only open on Friday and Saturday nights. Note that Sales Data for the
Lounge has dates covering just two days. But, because the dates fall between the Start and End
Inventories, the Sales Data will correctly be factored in to the Variance Report.

They do a regular Full Inventory each week, and systematically upload Sales Data. This means they can run
a Variance Report and include all the Locations, even though they uploaded Sales Data in three, separate
spreadsheets. And, of course, they can also run a Variance Report with the Group by Location option.
If this user had uploaded the same Sales Data with one spreadsheet, but their spreadsheet had a Location
column, they would also have the same options and results for their Variance Report.

Can you upload Sales Data every day?
Yes. Barkeep is flexible, and if it is ideal for you to do a separate Sales Data upload for each
business day, you can upload your Sales Data that way. Then, when you run Variance Reports
based on a week, month, etc., Barkeep will factor in all of the uploads between your Start and
End Inventories. But the key is consistency, and you would need to do a Sales Data upload for
every day your business is open.

continue to next page
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Organizing Your Sales Data (cont.)
Overlapping Sales Data
Below is the same set of Sales Data as on the previous page, but with an additional upload.
Here is what happened:
Because the manager was concerned about issues in the Location Station 2, a Full Inventory of just that
Location was done on the morning of Thursday 1/17 and again, the next day on Friday 1/18.
Sales Data was then uploaded for Station 2 for the one day, Thursday, 1/17. The manager then could run a
Variance Report and focus on one Location on one day.
Here is where there could be a problem, let’s look at the details:
• The Sales Data list includes the Station 2 Sales Data
for 1/17/19.
• The next week, Sales Data for Station 2 for the dates 1/14 to 1/20/19 was uploaded.
This would
include the Sales Data for 1/17 as part of the totals.
• After running the 1/17 Variance Report and resolving issues with Station 2, the manager did not delete
that one day's Sales Data upload.
• During the next week, when more Variance Reports will be run, the numbers will be off because
Barkeep will include all the Sales Data uploaded that falls between the Start and End Inventory –
or in other words, you will have the figures for 1/17/19 for Station 2, included twice in your Variance
Report.

The Solution
In this situation, after the manager had run and reviewed the one-day Variance Report, it would have been
best to delete that upload of Sales Data. At some point, if the report was needed again, the Sales Data could
be re-uploaded. We recommend organizing, naming and keeping your Sales Data spreadsheet files on your
computer, for instances when you might need them in the future.
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Copying Sales Items
How to Download Sales Item from one Venue and upload them to a different Venue
When you first add a new Venue, you can copy the Sales Items from an existing Venue. Or, if you prefer, you
can download the Sales Items from one Venue and then upload them to a different Venue. To copy over Sales
Items, follow these steps:
1. Log in to BarkeepOnline and/or select the Venue from the top of the screen that you wish to
download Sales Items from.
2. Choose Sales
and select Manage Sales Items.
3. Press the
button.
4. Save the new spreadsheet to your computer or local file system.
5. If you need to make changes before the upload, open your spreadsheet. After you have made and
saved your changes, you are ready to upload.
6. Change Venues at the top of the screen.

7. In the second Venue, begin by checking that your Sales Upload Preference are configured the same
way in the new Venue.10
8. Select Sales and select Manage Sales Items from the dropdown menu.
9. Press the
button. Press the
button and choose the spreadsheet file
from the first Venue.
10. The final step is to press the
button on the top of the screen to save your changes.
See the Managing Sales Items section of the BarkeepOnline User Guide to review the detailed
instructions for uploading and managing Sales Item spreadsheets.
continue to next page
10

After your Sales Items are set up, and if your other Venue has a different POS System, you might need to change your
upload preferences.
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Copying Sales Items (cont.)

Review
After your Sales Items have been uploaded you will need to review them. There may be differences in
Categories and Items between the two Venues. Here are some issues to watch for:
Categories
It is likely that you use the same Categories for all of your Venues.
But, if you used different Categories and your Items are the same, your Sales Items will still upload.
The Categories as logged in the second Venue will be the ones you assigned for Items in the second Venue.
For example:
• In the first Venue, all of the better brands of vodka were in a Category Call Liquor.
• In the Venue you uploaded the Sales Items to, there is a nested Category Vodka with a Parent
Category Call Liquor.
• Notice that the Sales Items using a variety of Absolut from the first Venue are now in the Category
Vodka
in the second Venue.
Missing Items
Sometimes you might upload a Sales Item that has a Recipe that uses an Item that is not in your second Venue.
If an Item is missing, you will see the
warning icon.
You will need to add the Item to your Items List
before fixing the Sales Item. Or, if the Sales Item is not one you serve in the second Venue, simply delete it.
Reminder: With BarkeepPro, changes you make to Sales Items and Recipes are only for the Venue you are
logged in to.
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Additional Information
Inventory Tips for BarkeepPro
BarkeepPro features the same Inventories as regular Barkeep. All of the Inventory steps remain the same.
Below are a few tips for BarkeepPro subscribers:

ü Transfer Inventories

BarkeepPro subscribers can run Variance Reports where you upload Sales Data by Location.
To take advantage of this feature, you will need to do Transfer Inventories every time Items are moved
from one Location to another within your Venue. Transfer Inventories are also necessary if you want
accurate Reports where you select and sort by Location.

ü Price Changes in Receiving Inventories do not Sync to other Venues

When you make a price change to an Item in a Receiving Inventory, even when you make the new
price the Default Item Price
, that change is only for the Venue you are doing a Receiving
Inventory for.
If you need to change the Item Price in other Venues, you will have to switch to each Venue and
change the Item Price. You have a choice to sign in to the other Venue(s) and immediately edit
the Item, or, if you prefer you can wait until you add the Item in the next Receiving Inventory for
the other Venue(s).

ü Suppliers are unique for each Venue.

You can have the same Suppliers for different Venues, but you will need to set up your Suppliers for
each Venue.11

ü Moving Items between Venues with Receiving and Return Inventories

The current version of BarkeepPro does not have a Transfer Inventory feature for transferring Items
between Venues. If you have situations where you move Items (products) from one Venue to another,
we recommend using Return and Receiving Inventories. See the Help Section at barkeepapp.com
where there are instructions for Multiple Venues.

ü Lock your Inventories

We recommend that Admins lock finished Inventories. This is especially important when you manage
multiple Venues and need to prevent staff from inadvertently deleting or altering completed
Inventories. Barkeep includes a feature where you can lock any Inventories by clicking on the lock icon
next to the Inventory. The icon indicates whether the Inventory is locked
or unlocked.

For complete Inventory instructions, see the BarkeepApp User Guide.

11

Note: Suppliers can be copied over to another Venue when an account is first set up at the time Items and
Categories are copied
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BarkeepPro System Requirements
BarkeepPro requires BarkeepApp v6.0
BarkeepPro features are not available with older versions of BarkeepApp.
Note: All of the other System Requirements for using BarkeepPro with BarkeepApp v6.0 as well as using
BarkeepPro online are the same.
Tip: Make sure your iOS Software and version of BarkeepApp are up-to-date.
We recommend keeping your iOS Device up-to-date with the latest version of Apple’s iOS software.
Check your settings
to make sure you are running the latest version available. You may need to
update Apple’s iOS software in order to update to the latest version of BarkeepApp.
Check the App Store
on your iOS Device for the latest BarkeepApp update. There is no additional
cost to update BarkeepApp.
Optional Hardware
With BarkeepPro you can use the same optional scanners and Escali SmartConnect Scale. You can use the
same equipment for any registered Venue. You can also use your iOS Device’s built-in camera. The steps for
scanning barcodes and weighing bottles are the same.
Is there a separate BarkeepPro app?
No. You use BarkeepApp. To access the BarkeepPro features you must have a BarkeepPro account
instead of a regular BarkeepOnline account. When BarkeepApp syncs to a BarkeepPro account, the
BarkeepPro features will be enabled on your iOS Device.

Note: Older models of iPhones, iPads and the iPod Touch running an older version of Apple’s iOS
will not support the latest version of BarkeepApp. Users can continue using BarkeepApp, but for
maximum functionality and to take advantage of all BarkeepApp features, we recommend replacing your
older iOS Device.
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Need Additional Information?
Be sure to review the BarkeepOnline User Guide for detailed instructions as well as the Help page at
barkeepapp.com which includes FAQ and Troubleshooting Tips.
We also can be reached at support@barkeepapp.com
Technical Questions
Any staff members who use Barkeep can access our user guides and troubleshooting documents on the Help
Page at barkeepapp.com Occasionally they may need to contact Barkeep support by email at
support@barkeepapp.com or by phone. We are happy to assist with their technical questions.
Account Management/Billing
For account administration and billing questions, we can only respond to an Account Administrator
or a
Venue user who has Admin Authorization.
Users with Inventory Only
access who inquire regarding
account management and billing inquiries will be referred to their Account Administrator.
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